Fifth expert meeting
5 and 8 December 2018
Venue
Tribe Hotel, Gigiri
Nairobi,
Kenya
Annotated Agenda

Wednesday,5 December
08:30am – 09:00am

Registration of meeting participants
Members of the Working Group and invited experts register their participation

09:00am – 10:30am

Agenda item #1
Welcome, Introductions and Overview
This segment of the fifth expert meeting include welcome messages,
announcements and general introduction.

Welcome remarks
▪ Mr. Robert Ndugwa
Global Urban Observatory/Data and Statistics Unit, UN‐Habitat
▪ Ms. Marie Haldorson, Statistics Sweden
Co‐Chair of the Working Group
▪ Ms. Olivia Jimena Juarez Carrillo, INEGI Mexico
Co‐Chair of the Working Group
Announcements
 Safety, health and environment announcements
Tribe Hotel, Nairobi
 Meeting housekeeping announcements
Global Urban Observatory/Data and Statistics Unit, UN‐Habitat
Round of introductions
▪ All participants
Provisional agenda and organization of meeting
▪ TEO CheeHai
UN‐GGIM Secretariat
Overview, objective and desired outcomes
 Ms. Marie Haldorson, Statistics Sweden
Co‐Chair of the Working Group
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Group Photography
10:30am – 11:00 am

Session Break

11:00am – 13:00am

Agenda item #2
Work plan: Status, progress and results
This segment seeks to review the Working Group’s work plan and its activities,
the progress to date, the achievements and any concerns

▪

Ms. Olivia Jimena Juarez Carrillo, INEGI Mexico
Co‐Chair of the Working Group

Discussions:
 Report and outcomes from the GEO Plenary and its EO4SDGs side
event
Mr. Chu Ishida, Japan Space Exploration Agency (JAXA)
 Report and outcomes from the eighth meeting of IAEG‐SDGs
Ms. Marie Haldorson, Statistics Sweden
 Fifth meeting of the Expert Group on the Integration of Statistical
and Geospatial Information and outcomes from the United
Nations World Geospatial Information Congress
Mr. Tim Trainor, Member, UNWGIC Congress Bureau
 UN‐GGIM: Europe activity on institutional cooperation on
integration of statistical and geospatial information for SDGs
Mr. Olav Eggers, Agency for Data Supply and Efficiency, Denmark
 Global definition of cities and settlements
Mr. Robert Ndugwa, Global Urban Observatory/Data and
Statistics Unit, UN‐Habitat
 National assessment on member’s readiness to produce
indicators
Ms. Olivia Jimena Juarez Carrillo, INEGI Mexico
Note:
Preferable that reports and contributions be made through a PowerPoint
presentation of no more than ten minutes.

13:00pm – 14:00 pm

Lunch
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14:00pm – 17:00pm

Agenda item #3
Task Stream #1 ‐ Disaggregation by geographical location and on
aggregation of geocoded unit‐level data (co‐led by Chile and China) –
preliminary findings, proposed outputs, and next steps
This segment will discuss the progress of the task stream #1 to‐date, review and
discuss the preliminary findings, consider and discuss issues and challenges,
consider additional expert knowledge needed to improve understanding to
develop expert advice and guidance on disaggregation by geographic location
together with the identified outputs

▪

Ms. Olivia Jimena Juarez Carrillo, INEGI Mexico
Co‐Chair of the Working Group



Prof. Chen Jun, National Geomatics Center, China &
Ms. Macarena Perez, SNIT‐IDE de Chile
co‐Leads, Task Stream #1 (recorded)

This part of this segment will consider and deliberate on proposed outputs, the
next step, timelines and milestones

▪

Ms. Marie Haldorson, Statistics Sweden
Co‐Chair of the Working Group

Note:
Health break may be taken as and when convenient during the segment

17:00pm – 17:30pm

Summarizing Day #1
This segment seeks to summarize salient discussions and outcomes from Day #1
with participants sharing their observations, key take‐aways, and summaries.

▪

Mr. Olav Eggers, Agency for Data Supply and Efficiency, Denmark
Member of the Working Group on Geospatial Information

Saturday, 8 December
08:45am – 09:00am

Regrouping

09:00am – 10:00am

Review of the International Seminar and set the scene for Day #2
This segment of the meeting will seek to review key outcomes from the
International Seminar, recap the agenda and organization of meeting for Day #2
of the meeting

▪

Mr. Tim Trainor
Independent Consultant
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10:00am – 13:00pm

Agenda item #4
Task Stream #2 ‐ Availability and application of ‘production ready’
satellite earth observation data for the production of indicators (co‐led
by Colombia and Sweden) –preliminary findings, proposed outputs, and
next steps
This segment will discuss the progress of the task stream #2 to‐date including the
proposed activities, review and discuss the preliminary findings, consider and
discuss issues and challenges, consider additional expert knowledge needed to
methodically improve the understanding, and to develop expert advice and
guidance on making available and accessible satellite earth observation products
ready for the uptake by national statistical system including capacity
development considerations

▪

Ms. Marie Haldorson, Statistics Sweden
co‐Lead, Task Stream #2



Ms. Diana Rocío Galindo González, National Administrative
Department of Statistics (DANE), Colombia,
co‐Lead, Task Stream #2

This part of this segment will consider and deliberate on proposed outputs, the
next step, timelines and milestones

▪

Ms. Olivia Jimena Juarez Carrillo, INEGI Mexico
Co‐Chair of the Working Group

Note:
Health break may be taken as and when convenient during the segment

13:00pm – 14:00pm

Lunch Break

14:00pm – 16:00pm

Agenda item #5
Addressing new and emerging issues in application of geospatial
information for the production of indicators
This segment will engage a number of members of the Working Groups,
Custodian Agencies and stakeholders to identify, discuss and consider new and
emerging issues, including national issues, that the Working Group should note
and consider within its work plan and activities.

▪

Ms. Marie Haldorson, Statistics Sweden
Co‐Chair of the Working Group

Contributions by:
 Mr. Thapelo Maruatonoa
Statistics Botswana
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Mr. Stefan Arnold
DESTATIS, Germany
Mr. Stuart Minchin
Geoscience Australia
Mr. Oumar H. Ka
UN‐GGIM: Africa
Mr. Adewale Akingbade
AFRIGIST

Note:
Participants at the meeting may request to be included in this segment to
table perspectives and issues for the Working Group’s consideration
Note:
Preferable that contributions be made through a PowerPoint presentation of
no more than ten minutes.
Note:
Health break may be taken as and when convenient during the segment

16:00pm – 17:30pm

Agenda item #6
Wrap up, next steps and close
This segment seeks to review the outcomes, conclusions and agreements
achieved at the fifth expert meeting of the Working Group, taking into
consideration the deliberations, contributions and outcomes of the International
Seminar, including reviewing and determining priorities for 2019 for both task
streams, confirm deliverables and milestones as well as to receive the summary
report for the meeting. The segment will have participants sharing their
observations and summaries. The co‐Chairs of the Working Group will bring the
meeting to a close with a vote of thanks to the host, the Global Urban
Observatory/Data and Statistics Unit, UN‐Habitat

▪
▪

Ms. Olivia Jimena Juarez Carrillo, INEGI Mexico
Co‐Chair of the Working Group
Ms. Marie Haldorson, Statistics Sweden
Co‐Chair of the Working Group
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